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Premiere Laminate Countertop Edges



Loti Corp manufactures high-quality laminate countertop edges we’ve proudly named GEM-LOC and BEVEL.  Our company was founded in 1998 with the sole purpose of redefining the look of laminate countertops.  The ugly black seam on flat lay laminate countertops really frustrated us, hence the creation of GEM-LOC.  Since then, our purpose has been focused on making high-quality laminate counter top edge trim for a reasonable price.

GEM-LOC and BEVEL are precisely designed durable, decorative edge trim options for laminate countertops and casework.  GEM-LOC, our most prominent product, is made with a unique combination of laminate and solid surface materials.  While BEVEL is a very common laminate countertop surface edge finish, our BEVEL is produced with a level of quality unmatched by others.

Over the years, Loti Corp has gone contrary to industry standards in order to provide great products. Whether it’s been a better wood, a better glue, or a better production process, we are an innovative leader in the laminate countertop edge industry.
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GEM-LOC

Countertop Edges

GEM-LOC laminate countertop edges are an elegant, durable choice for countertops and casework that elevate any space. Featuring a combination of laminate face and solid surface edges, GEM-LOC is a high-quality product without the price tag. Excellence has never been so affordable.



LEARN MORE
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BEVEL

Countertop Edges

BEVEL is a traditional beveled laminate countertop edge, but our BEVEL edge is different. Instead of applying separate pieces of laminate to each face, we use a single laminate piece and a precise miter fold that flows the laminate pattern from one face to the other.



LEARN MORE
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CRESCENT

Countertop Edges

CRESCENT laminate countertop edge trim is a traditional crescent-style edge. A soft curve similar to a “bullnose” granite edge. Our laminate countertop edge blends into any kitchen design. We can manufacture our CRESCENT edge using any laminate; Wilsonart, Formica, Pionite, or Nevamar.



LEARN MORE









Order your Laminate Countertop Edges

GEM-LOC and BEVEL are the very best laminate countertop edge options to add durability AND beauty to new or existing laminate countertops.





Order Now
Questions?












Customers and builders trust the quality of GEM-LOC and BEVEL




Gem-Loc gives your countertops a high-end appearance without a high-end price tag. We see more and more clients moving away from traditional bevel edge and toward Gem-Loc Premier Edge.





Karen EnsrudDesigner Tops | Fargo, ND




No matter which material you or your client chooses, every countertop has an edge that can and should be urned to advantage. My favorite laminate edge treatment is Gem-Loc. The rounded edge is designed for simple, seamless application.





Dave HolbrookJLC Magazine
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Why CHOOSE our laminate countertop edges?



Cost-Effective Styling

Our edges provide a high-end look without the high-end price.  Dollar for dollar, GEM-LOC and BEVEL increase perceived value more than any other laminate countertop edge option.



Endless Customization

Given the extensive variety of available laminates and our wide range of solid surface accent colors, every piece of GEM-LOC and BEVEL are custom-made to suit your specifications.



Earth Friendly

Both laminate and solid surface materials are considered “green” since many of their components are from recycled material and both are considered to have lower carbon footprints than natural stone.



Low Maintenance

Unlike many other surfacing products, GEM-LOC and BEVEL countertop edges require no scheduled maintenance. In particular, GEM-LOC solid surface accents can also be buffed to their original shine.



Easy Installation

Our products do not require special tools or adhesives.  GEM-LOC and BEVEL countertop edges can be cut, mitered, and applied using standard woodworking tools and installation procedures.



Durability

Countertop edges take the most abuse. GEM-LOC’s solid surface accents are more resilient than laminate making scratches and small nicks easily buffed to renew their original beauty.
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We Stand By what’s delivered

Loti Corp warrants to the original owner of Gem-Loc and Bevel countertop edges, installed by a professional and in a professional manner, that at it’s option will replace their products if it fails due to any manufacturing defect during the first 10 years after initial installation, except for damage caused by excessive heat, physical or chemical abuse, or acts of nature.[bookmark: contact]


















Get in Touch

If you’re looking to install, replace, or rejuvenate a laminate countertop, our countertop edges are the answer.  Your order is custom made so the choices are endless!  We can manufacture your edge using practically any laminate available and, with GEM-LOC, you can choose the solid surface color.

Loti Corp

8498 SW Warm Springs St.

Tualatin Oregon 97062

Toll Free: 877.436.3343

[bookmark: faq]




Name * 
E-Mail * 
How can we help? *
















Frequently Asked Questions



Why choose our laminate countertop edges?

At Loti Corp, we strive to provide high-quality laminate countertop edges at a reasonable price.  Over the years it’s been innovation that set us apart by choosing a better wood, a better glue, and a better production process. This commitment to quality has pushed our products beyond the industry standard.



What’s the difference between GEM-LOC and BEVEL?

GEM-LOC is a laminate surface edge that combines your laminate style with a custom solid surface insert blending the top and bottom edges with a smooth, rounded finish.  On the other hand, BEVEL is a more standard laminate surface edge blending the counters’ top itself and the face edge with a 45-degree bevel.



What lengths are our laminate countertop edges?

Currently, Loti Corp produces laminate countertop edge lengths 95″ long.  Longer lengths are available, but the cost of shipping exponentially increases.



What shipping options do we offer?

FedEx is our preferred shipping vendor.  They are able to accommodate the long length specifications our products require.  Also, time and again FedEx has delivered to our customers in a timely manner.  Rush shipping is available at an extra charge for those ‘must-have’ situations.












WE USE THE HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCTS
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